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Abstract 

Textual aligning consists in pairing segments (e.g. sentences or phrases) that are transla-

tional equivalent across corpora of translations. An interesting application of textual aligning 

is the automatic extraction of bilingual lexicons. As it has been pointed out during previous 

evaluation campaigns, such as Arcade, lexical aligning remains problematic. In order to solve 

problems of consistency linked with the concept of translational compositionality, a redefini-

tion of lexical aligning task is proposed, introducing the concept of lexical correspondence. 

Simple techniques dedicated to lexical correspondences extraction are then evaluated. Thus, it 

appears that adapted statistical filters allow to extract very accurately significant regularities 

that are relevant at the contrastive level. More generally, these methods prove to be adapted 

not only for bilingual lexicons extraction: they could be used to study a wide range of contras-

tive phenomena on empirical basis. 

Keywords: bi-text, alignment, lexical correspondence, translation, contrastive linguistics. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last few years, much interest has been given to the outcome of translation align-

ing : Isabelle (1992) proposed to use bilingual parallel texts, or bi-texts, i.e. segmented and 

aligned translation corpora, as a “corporate memory” for translators. In that kind of corpora, 

the linguistic and translational knowledge is implicitly stored in the recorded examples of 

translation. 

The Arcade Project (Véronis & Langlais 2000), through a large scale evaluation of 

aligning systems, demonstrated that sentence aligning was already a mastered technology, for 

most parallel corpora. However, with the translation spotting 1 task evaluated during the sec-

ond campaign, in 1998, lexical aligning proved to be far more difficult.  

An interesting application of that kind of aligning is the automatic extraction of bilingual 

lexicons. A lot of works (Dunning 1993, Dagan et al. 1993, Gaussier & Langé 1995, Boutsis 

& Piperidis 1996, Melamed 1998a, Kraif 2000) have shown how to use statistical filters to pair 

lexical units that have a similar distribution in each part of the bi-text. As a great proportion of 

these similar units are translational equivalents, they can be useful to establish bilingual (or 

multilingual) glossaries upon empirical observation. 

The first section addresses the problems inherent to the lexical alignment concept, and 

shows they are partly due to a lack of consistency in its definition. To cope with this difficulty, 

and delineate more clearly the task of automatic lexical pairing, a redefinition of the concept 

of lexical correspondence is proposed. The implementation of simple techniques, based on 

lexical distributions and cognateness, is then described. The results are evaluated according to 

a manually extracted set of lexical correspondences. It appears that an objective criterion, the 

conditional entropy, is strongly correlated to the quality of the output. 
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Finally, the relative part of speech distributions for the corresponding units are com-

pared. This basic example illustrates how these techniques can be generalised to make richer 

observations concerning any contrastive phenomena, and compare different languages upon 

rigorous empirical basis. 

2. Aligning at lexical level, a problematic task 

To align a parallel corpus, i.e. to segment and to pair corresponding segments, we have 

to make a specific assumption about the translation. It can be called translational composi-

tionality. This concept was developed by Isabelle (1992: 3): 

For translation to be possible at all, translational equivalence must be composi-
tional in some sense ; that is, the translation of a text must be a function of the trans-
lation of its part, down to the level of some finite number of primitive equivalences 
(say between words and phrases). 

 

Thus, compositionality is a relative property, which closely depends on the scope of 

these primitive equivalences. The local degree of compositionality will finally determine the 

granularity of the bilingual alignment. 

In more formal terms, the compositionality assumption leads to the definition of a spe-

cific corpora structure: the bi-text. Isabelle (1992: 4) gives the following definition: a bi-text is 

a quadruple <T1,T2,Fs,A> where T1 and T2 are mutual translations (we do not take the direc-

tion of translation into account), Fs is a segmentation function which divides the texts into a 

set of smaller units (e.g. paragraphs, sentences, phrases), and A is the alignment of these units, 

i.e. a subset of the product Fs(T1) x Fs(T2). 

This general definition can lead to different kinds of bi-text : Fs can produce either a 

complete or fragmentary partition of the texts, or a hierarchical partition where different levels 

are simultaneously involved (paragraphs, sentences, words). Moreover, we can focus on par-
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ticular alignments with several restrictions. Most of the existing aligning systems deal with 

monotone alignment (Isabelle & Simard 1996), where the segments must appear in the same 

order in both texts. Indeed, in the current state of the art, the possibility of aligning automati-

cally is strongly conditioned by the parallelism of the corpora. As Gaussier & Langé (1995: 

71) have defined it, parallelism consists of the conjunction of two criteria : one-to-one match-

ing and monotony. 

- One-to-one matching means that each segment of one text has a correspondence in the 

other text. This criterion is the formal expression of compositionality. In fact, this condition is 

never completely realised, because translation induces additions and omissions. Therefore, this 

criterion is more or less met, depending of the specificities of the translation. 

- Monotony, i.e. the stability of the order of the translated segments, is also a relative 

property. Usually, inversions in the sequence of segments are marginal. 

For a large variety of corpora, these two criteria generally hold for small clusters of sen-

tences. For instance, in the BAF corpus (Simard 1998) involved in the Arcade Project, includ-

ing technical, scientific, legal and institutional French-English texts, only a very small part of 

the corpus (an alphabetically sorted glossary) was not monotonous at sentence level. 

 

Of course, monotony does not stand at word level, as noticed by Gaussier & Langé 

(1995), because of the syntactic differences between languages. Yet, lexical alignment is 

commonly presented as a particular case of alignment. Brown et al (1993: 267) give the fol-

lowing example of what can be defined as “word alignment”:  

(1) Eng.: The poor don’t have any money 

 Fr.: Les pauvres sont démunis 

 A={(The ; Les) (poor ; pauvres) (don’t have any money ; sont démunis)} 
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The supposed one-to-one matching seems to justify the concept of word alignment. But 

as we showed in another discussion (Kraif 2001), this criterion raises two related problems: 

2.1 Segmentation inconsistency 

The term “word alignment” is misleading because, most of the time, it is not possible to 

align single words, but clusters of words.. In the example above, “don’t have any money” is 

neither a word, nor a compound word. Units that are yielded by this kind of pairing have no 

linguistic consistency: they just depend on specific choices of the translator. For instance, an-

other translation of the previous sentence results in different units: 

(2) Fr.: The poor don’t have any money 

 Eng.: Les pauvres n’ont pas d’argent 

 A={(The ; Les) (poor ; pauvres) (don’t have ; n’ont pas) (any ; d’) (money ; ar-

gent)} 

 

2.2 Semantic discrepancy 

Another problem is due to semantic variations that commonly occur between a text and 

its translation. The following example is extracted from the JOC corpus used in the Arcade 

Project. 

(3) Eng.: Illegal transactions involving the heritage 

 Fr.: Transactions illégales aux dépens du patrimoine 

 

Should we align involving with aux dépens du (literally at the expense of)? The semantic 

connection between the two expressions is rather fuzzy, because the French expression is more 

specific than the English one. Outside the particular context of the translation above, the pair 

(involving ; aux dépens du) has no clear meaning. Debili (1997 : 203) points out that there are 
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two kinds of correspondence : “lexical correspondences”, that could be found in a bilingual 

dictionary, and “contextual correspondences” that rely on a “local and contextual construction, 

based on a ‘’human understanding’’ of the two sentences”(« recomposition locale et contex-

tuelle, fondée sur une “ compréhension humaine ” des deux phrases »). 

Indeed, the example above shows that the translational equivalence does not automati-

cally imply the semantic equivalence of the words that are involved. Translational equivalence 

is the result of choices made by the translator, which depend on the purpose of the communi-

cation, and which are linked with a lot of factors at the pragmatic level : textual typology, text 

intention, receptors, cultural adaptation, conceptual background, etc. When Nida (1969 : 14) 

gave his own definition of translating, he was very close to St Jerome’s opposition ad verbum / 

ad sensum (cf. Letter LVII to Pammachius on the best method of translating): “translating 

consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the source-

language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style.” But here, mean-

ing has to be interpreted according to the communicational background, and it can be set at 

different levels that are more or less salient according to the intention of the message. For in-

stance, at the pragmatic level, Nida (1969 : 142) introduces what he calls dynamic equiva-

lence: “Dynamic equivalence is therefore to be defined in terms of the degree to which recep-

tors of the message in the target language respond to it in substantially the same manner as the 

receptors in the source language.” Of course, there are other levels of equivalence linked with 

other functions of the message: conceptual or referential, metalinguistic, poetic, rhetorical, etc.  

The translational equivalence is a relation between messages rooted in two different con-

texts and backgrounds. Thus, local linguistic structures must give way to the global changes 

required by the adaptation, as the means are subordinate to the goal. In the following example, 
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given by Jacqueline Henry in Israël & Lederer (1991: 15), the original advertisement for golf 

items is not translated at word level: 

(4) Eng.: To make your greens come true 

 Fr.: Pour faire putt de velours 

 

The French version includes a pun, as in English : it refers to the expression faire patte 

de velours, which means ‘to sheathe one’s claws’ for a cat. Putt is a particular stroke in golf, 

and the translation plays on the similarity between putt and patte. In this case, the relevant fea-

tures are the pun and the theme: depending on the function of the message, some features are 

more relevant than others, and have to be maintained in translation (while other features are 

lost). 

Even the need for conceptual equivalence can lead to linguistic transformations. Martin 

Kay (2000: xiii) gave the following example, found in the scientific literature : 

(5) Eng. : Gravity is a pervasive force in the world… (Scientific American) 

 Fr. : La pesanteur s’exerce partout sur la terre… (Pour la science) 

 [literally : Gravity applies everywhere on earth] 

 
There is a semantic link between (Eng.) pervasive and (Fr.) partout, that would allow to 

potentially align them, but it raises the problem of the utility of such an alignment outside this 

particular context. As Kay (2000: xiv) said: “For a researcher interested in high-quality trans-

lation, an alignment program that paired pervasive force, or at least pervasive, with partout 

(everywhere) might stimulate important insights, but as a source of potential entries in a bilin-

gual dictionary, it might constitute a source of frustration.” 
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These semantic discrepancies follow a continuum of intensity. Combined with the seg-

mentation inconsistency, they are the source of two major problems concerning lexical align-

ing: 

- It is difficult to draw a line between omissions (or additions) and normal semantic dif-

ferences. In these two sentences divergent solutions are possible: 

(6) Eng.: the various policies for access to employment for disabled people 

 Fr.: les différentes politiques mises en œuvre pour permettre l’accès des per-

sonnes handicapées à l’emploi 

[literally: the various policies implemented to allow disabled people to access to 

a job] 

If we accept semantic discrepancies, we have: 

 A={(for ; mises en œuvre pour permettre)} 

Or else, if we accept omissions, the alignment is : 

 A={( ∅ ; mises en œuvre) (for ; pour) (∅ ; permettre)} 

 

- Variations in segmentation are strongly linked with variations in semantic equivalence. 

In many occurrences, a finer granularity of the alignment results in a less satisfactory equiva-

lence at the linguistic level. Observe the following case: 

(7) Eng.: The assessment of the official cause of death is a piece of information vi-

tal to these registers. 

 Fr.: Pour la bonne tenue de ces registres, l'évaluation des cas de mortalité cons-

tatés par les autorités apporte des informations importantes. 

[literally: For the good keeping of these registers, the evaluation of causes of 

death noted by the authorities gives important information] 

 

There are different possible alignments for the following phrases: 

 A1={(official cause of death ; cas de mortalité constatés par les autorités)} 

 A2={(cause of death ; cas de mortalité) (official ; constatés par les autorités)} 
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 A3={(cause ; cas) (of ; de) (death ; mortalité) (∅ ; constatés) (∅ ; par) (∅ ; les) 

(official ; autorités)} 

 

In the first alignment, the extracted phrases can be used as translational equivalents in 

other contexts: taken as a whole, they have a close semantic interpretation. On the other side, 

the third alignment is more fine-grained, but some pairs are not semantically equivalent (e.g. 

official and autorités). The second alignment is an intermediate configuration. How to make a 

choice between these different solutions? 

Since semantic discrepancy and segmentation inconsistency are not discrete phenomena, 

it is very difficult to find reliable criteria in order to cope with arbitrary choices. 

 

2.3 Parallel commutation 

M.-D. Mahimon (1999 : 34) proposed an original test to determinate a lexical alignment 

in a more consistent way. She suggested to implement the Catford’s (1965 : 28) concept of 

commutation :  

“In place of asking for equivalents we may adopt a more formal procedure, 
namely, commutation and observation of concomitant variation. In other words we 
may systematically introduce changes into the SL [source language] text and observe 
what changes if any occur in the TL [target language] text as a consequence. A tex-
tual translation equivalent is thus : that portion of a TL text which is changed when 
and only when a given portion of the SL text is changed.” 

 

A similar idea underlies the method developed by Malavazos et al. (2000:1.2) for the ex-

traction of translation templates:  

“The main idea is based on the observation that given any source and target 
language sentence pair, any alteration of the source sentence will most likely result 
in one or more changes in the respective target sentence, while it is also highly likely 
that constant and variable units of the source sentence correspond to constant and 
variable target units respectively.” 
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In the classic commutation test, linguistic units such as phonemes are induced from the 

parallel commutation of form and meaning: a phonetic variation become significant if it im-

plies a semantic variation. The bilingual commutation test described by Mahimon concerns a 

source and a target sentence, and involves both directions: 

1. From form to meaning: by commuting a unit of the source text, a difference of mean-

ing is produced with the target text. 

2. From meaning to form: in the target text, this semantic difference must be cancelled 

by commuting some target units, in order to restore the translational equivalence. 

According to Mahimon, such a test allows to align source and target lexical units, by 

pairing every group of units that switch in the same time. She gave the following example 

(1999: 41): 

(8) Fr.: Ce projet de loi prévoira un système de déclaration des maladies infec-

tieuses 

 Eng.: This bill will provide for an infectious disease notification system 

 

When we switch Ce with Chaque the equivalence can be restored by replacing This with 

Each : 

(9) Fr.: Chaque projet de loi prévoira un système de déclaration des maladies in-

fectieuses 

 Eng.: Each bill will provide for an infectious disease notification system 

 

To refer to this parallel commutation, we write : Ce || This 

Thus, we can align Ce with This. 

In her definition, Mahimon gave different criteria to guarantee a minimal granularity and 

a full translational compositionality. We can systematise these criteria with the two following 

principles: 
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- Minimal commutation : « when possible, commutation must concern one word (or 

morpheme) at once. » (1999 : 36) The switching parts should be as small as possible. 

- Transitivity. Units that switch together in the same side (source or target) constitute 

equivalence class. We introduce two other relations ≡s et ≡t with the following definition:  

∃ U’ /  U1 || U’  et U2 || U’   ⇔ U1 ≡s U2 

∃ U / U || U1’  et U || U2’   ⇔ U’1 ≡t U’2 

where U1, U2, U are units of the source sentence and U1’, U2’, U’  units of the target sen-

tence. The equivalence class closure is obtained by transitivity: 

 
U1  ≡s U2 and U2 ≡s U3  ⇒ U1 ≡s U3 

U1’ ≡t U2’ and U2’≡t U3’⇒ U1’≡t U3’ 

 

Both relations ≡s and ≡t are equivalence relation in a mathematical sense : they are re-

flexive, commutative and transitive. It has to be noted that they are monolingual relations : 

they result in clusters of units in a same language. They should not be confused with the tran-

sitive relations established by Simard (2000: 53). 

Then, the commutation relation can easily be extended to these clusters. We have: 

C || C’  ⇔ ∃ U∈ C, U’∈C’ / U || U’ 

where C is a cluster of units of the source sentence, and C’ a cluster of units of the target 

sentence. 

Mahimon (1999 : 43) gave the following examples, formatted according to our own 

conventions (original units are in bold face, switching units are in normal style) : 

 

(10) Eng.: This bill will (provide for / confirm) an infectious disease notification 

system 
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 Fr .: Ce projet de loi (prévoira / entérinera) un système de déclaration des ma-

ladies infectieuses 

⇒ provide ≡s for || prévoira 

(11) Eng.: This bill (will  provide / provides) for an infectious disease notification 

system 

 Fr.: Ce projet de loi (prévoira / prévoit) un système de déclaration des maladies 

infectieuses 

⇒ will  ≡s provide || prévoira  

 

From (10) and (11) we get : will  ≡s provide ≡s for  

Finally we have: {will , provide, for} || {prévoira} 

 
Consider another example: 

(12) Eng.: […] members of our police (forces / academy) […] 

 Fr.: […] Les membres de nos (services / écoles) de police […] 

⇒ forces || services 

(13) Eng.: […] members of our (police forces / surveillance personnel) […] 

 Fr.: […] Les membres de nos services de (police / surveillance) […] 

⇒ police ≡s forces || police 

(14) Eng.: […] members of our (police forces / secret services) […] 

 Fr.: […] Les membres de nos services (de police / secrets) […] 

⇒ police ≡s forces || de ≡t police 

 

From (12), (13) and (14) we get : police ≡s forces and services ≡t de ≡t police  

Thus we have: {police, forces} || {service, de, police} 

 

Finally, the resulting units agree exactly with the translational compositionality criterion. 

They correspond to what Vinay & Darbelnet (1958 : 37) or Sager (1994 : 212) called “transla-

tion unit”. As Vinay & Darbelnet (1958 : 37) wrote: “We could say that translation unit is the 
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smaller segment whose internal cohesion prevents from a separate translation of its constitu-

ents” (we translate2). Moreover, it opens out onto an interesting method to identify compound 

words from a bilingual point of view. 

2.4 Limits of the commutation test 

However, Mahimon (1999 : 53) noticed that the commutation test meets with difficul-

ties, mainly due to syntactic causes or cases of “free translation”. 

For instance, in the following sentences, the prepositions d’ and to cannot switch alone, 

because of their inclusion in a wider syntactic structure: 

(15) Eng.: The Petitioners are asking to establish (…) 

 Fr. : Les pétitionnaires demandent au parlement d’établir (…) 

 

These limitations are mainly due to the nature of the test: since we are looking for trans-

lation units, we should switch only translation units, without affecting the syntactic relations 

between these units and the rest of the sentence. Semantic variations yielded by commutation 

should only depend on the content of the switched units, and not on external changes indi-

rectly induced. The interpretation of the switched units context must remain identical, at both 

syntactic and semantic levels. 

 

In the previous example, we could do the following commutations : 

(16) Eng.: The Petitioners are (asking / coming) to establish (…) 

 Fr.: Les pétitionnaires (demandent / vont) au parlement (d’ / pour) établir (…) 

 

That would imply, by transitivity, the relation : asking || demandent ≡t d’ 

In spite of appearances, these commutations are not correct. The preposition au and d’ 

are linked with the predicative structure of the verb demander (Y demande à X de faire Z, lit-
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erally Y asks X to do Y). When demandent is switched with vont, the interpretation of the 

preposition au changes and the prepositional phrase pour établir inherits a different grammati-

cal function. 

 

As to semantic relations, commutation should not affect the interpretation of surrounding 

units when they are polysemous or ambiguous. Consider the following sentences : 

(17) Fr.: […] la base (bruxelloise / de données) du mouvement qui mène des cam-

pagnes […] 

 Eng.: […] (its Brussels centre / the database of the movement) which runs 

campaigns […] 

If we take other normal commutations of base and mouvement into account, we should 

conclude that Brussels centre is aligned with base bruxelloise du mouvement as a whole. But 

of course, commutation of example (17) is not licit, because base de données is a compound, 

and the switching of bruxelloise with de données modify the interpretation of the head of the 

noun phrase, base. A free combination should not be replaced by a frozen multi-word unit. 

 

We have seen that some commutations are illicit, when external semantic and syntactic 

relations are altered. Some other commutations are licit, but insufficient to recognize a real 

compound. In example (18), security and service are switched separately: 

 

(18) […] members of our (security / intelligence) services […] 

 […] Les membres de nos services de (sécurité / renseignement) […] 

 

 […] members of our security (services / units) […] 

 […] Les membres de nos (services / unités) de sécurité […] 
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Since we have security || sécurité and services || services we conclude that security is 

aligned with sécurité and services with services. 

 

But test (19) results in other units : 

(19) […] members of our (security services / maintenance department) […] 

 […] Les membres de nos services de (sécurité / entretien) […] 

 
We get : 

security ≡s services || services ≡t de ≡t sécurité  
 

In this case, security services as a whole appears to be a compound translation unit. 

 

These examples show that commutation is not a neutral operation: the test conclusion 

closely depends on the choice of the units that are involved in the switching. We face again the 

problem of segmentation: commutation cannot really be a criterion to find the border of trans-

lation units, because we have to determine before switching which are multi-word units and 

which are not. Without this knowledge, we could break artificially compound words and ex-

pressions, or introduce new ones. 

 

Moreover, commutation test becomes impracticable when source and target sentences 

present diverging constructions. Consider example (20), where marking is switched, involving 

important changes in both source and target text: 

 

(20) Eng.: (…) the marking of banknote for the benefit of the blind and partially 

sighted 

 Fr. : (…) l’émission de billets de banque identifiables par les aveugles et par les 

personnes à vision réduite 
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 Eng.: (…) the (marking / destruction) of banknote (for the benefit of / that are 

identifiable by) the blind and partially sighted 

 Fr. : (…) (l’émission / la destruction) de(/s) billets de banque identifiables par 

les aveugles et par les personnes à vision réduite 

 

 Eng.: (…) the (marking / issue) of banknote (for the benefit of / useless for) 

the blind and partially sighted 

 Fr. : (…) l’émission de billets de banque (identifiables / inutilisables par) les 

aveugles et par les personnes à vision réduite 

 

Finally we have : marking ≡s for ≡s the ≡s benefit ≡s of || l’ ≡t émission ≡t identifiables 

What does this pair mean, outside of its particular context? The problem lies in the na-

ture of translational equivalence, which does not apply here to lexical units, but to the global 

meaning of the sentence. It is fallacious to switch units inside two sentences that do not con-

struct their meaning in the same way. 

 

2.5 The concept of lexical correspondence 

Finally, lexical alignment remains a problematic task. According to our definition, the 

alignment concept is based on translational compositionality. But the implementation of paral-

lel commutation test, which aims at bringing to the fore this compositionality, allows a wide 

range of subjective interpretation and is still arbitrary. In the Blinker Project (Melamed 1998b) 

five human annotators were asked to manually align 250 verses of the Bible. Each annotator 

had been given a complete aligning guide, with detailed criteria to solve aligning problems, 

and a specific software. The average agreement rate between annotators, taken two by two, 

was around 82%, showing the inherent subjectivity of such a task.  
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In order to cope with this difficulty, we suggest to withdraw the problem of composi-

tionality, and to distinguish the monolingual identification of lexical units from the bilingual 

pairing of units that are translational equivalents. Given u, a single or multi-word unit in the 

source text, it is possible to look for a potential equivalent in the target. Then, if there is no sat-

isfying match, it is not necessary to redefine u in a larger cluster, because the one-to-one 

matching assumption does not stand anymore. 

From this point of view, the relevant questions become: 

- What kind of unit do we select in each language? According to the needs, it can be lim-

ited to terms, content words, noun phrases, phraseology, etc. 

- What kind of equivalence is requested, and at which degree? Different criteria are con-

ceivable: the semantic identity or similarity, the possibility to reuse the pair in a different con-

text, the nature of conceptual links (hypernymy, meronymy, etc.), and so on. 

 

The lexical correspondences extraction could seem very similar to the “translation spot-

ting” task defined in the context of the Arcade Project, where a complete mapping between the 

units of the two sentences is not requested. In translation spotting, the research of correspond-

ing target units is limited to a set of previously selected source units, so there is no one-to-one 

assumption. But the units can be extended in order to satisfy the compositionality criterion. 

For instance, consider the next example: 

(21) Fr.: absence de financement approprié pour les étudiants qui ont de petits 

moyens et impossibilité de transférer les bourses et prêts d'un pays à l'autre de 

la Communauté; 

 Eng.: lack of adequate finance for less well off students and no transferability of 

grants/loans throughout the Community  
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To spot the English translation of “petits”, the Arcade tagging guidelines propose a 

“phrasal correspondence”: (qui ont de petits moyens ; less well off). But according to our defi-

nition, the lexical correspondence of “petit” is just empty. If we look for the correspondence of 

“avoir de petits moyens” taken as an idiomatic expression, we find the following lexical corre-

spondence: (ont de petits moyens ; less well off). The grammatical divergences (verbal vs ad-

jectival phrase) do not matter, because there is no need to look for the conservation of the part 

of speech. Lexical material involved in translation can have diverging grammatical nature. 

Thus, it is not necessary to include grammatical structures that only aims at satisfying the 

compositionality criterion, such as the relative pronoun “qui” in the example above. 

Arcade guidelines rules (e.g. “when an English participle is translated by a relative pro-

noun followed by a verb in French, the relative pronoun should be included”) show that trans-

lation spotting has to be conform to the commutation test. But lexical correspondences extrac-

tion has not. 

3. Automatic extraction of lexical correspondences 

After this theoretical discussion, we can address the problems arising with the automa-

tion of the lexical correspondences extraction. 

The task having been redefined, we are now able to construct manually a set of lexical 

correspondences, essential to implement an evaluation of automatic techniques. First, detailed 

criteria have to be given for unit identification. For our experiments, we chose to identify 

multi-word units as a whole whenever these units could potentially be of some interest for a 

translator. We manually identified multi-words units independently in each language, follow-

ing semantic and syntactic criteria. Then they were clustered in single units. We focused on 

multi-word classes for which the translation is not always word-for-word: 
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- Frozen phrases: chemins de fer, in order to 

- Verbs with preposition (when it is not a free combination): to result in 

- Collocation: to add its support 

- Phraseology (expressions reflecting linguistic habits): la question se pose, of little 

assistance 

- Terms: Community Support Frameworks, assistance routière  

 

Out of these cases, every single word was considered as a single lexical unit. 

Then, to pair the units with each other, we followed a simple criterion: the translational 

equivalence had to be valid at a general level, independently of the particular context of our 

corpus. When a lexical unit did not have a satisfactory equivalent among the corresponding 

sentence, we just put it aside: about 20% of the units were withdrawn. 

The test corpus is composed of a sample of 770 pairs of aligned sentences drawn from 

the French and English versions of the JOC corpus used in the Arcade Project. It is a record of 

written questions asked by members of the European Parliament, with the corresponding an-

swers of the European Commission. These questions, published in 1993 in one section of the 

C Series of the Official Journal of the European Community, have been recorded within the 

MLCC-MULTEXT projects. They concern various matters regarding environment, economic 

policy, transport, agriculture, human rights, foreign policy, institutions, etc..  

 

Given the gold standard, i.e. the manually constructed set of correspondences that are 

considered to be exact, we can implement proper metrics in order to compare quantitatively 

any other set of lexical pairs with the standard.  
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The metrics used for this comparison are the classical measures of precision, recall and 

F-measure. 
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where C represents the set of the evaluated correspondences, and Cref the set of corre-

spondences of the gold standard. 

Note that the manually aligned corpus is not a training corpus: it is just a test corpus that 

allows a precise evaluation of the results.  

3.1 Similarity measures 

When two units are translational equivalents, they probably have similar distributions 

through the parallel corpus. It is possible to evaluate this similarity by counting the co-

occurrences of both units (i.e. their occurrences at the same time in aligned sentences), related 

to the respective numbers of times they occur separately.  

We tested different measures to compute this similarity: 

- MI: the mutual information which quantifies the amount of information brought by an 

event on another event (Shannon, 1949). 

- TS: the t-score, designed to filter out insignificant mutual information values (Fung & 

Church 1994: 1098). 

- LR: the log-likelihood ratio (Dunning 1993: 69), based on a binomial distribution 

model, more adapted for rare events. 

- P0: the log-probability of the null hypothesis, i.e. the probability for two units (u1,u2) to 

co-occur only by chance. We computed this probability assuming a binomial distribution. 

Without simplification, this probability can be expressed by the following equation: 
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where n is the number of sentence pairs, n1 and n2 are the respective numbers of occur-

rences of u1 and u2, and n12 is the number of times that u1 and u2 co-occur in the same sentence 

pairs. This probability is computed as the result of 3 independent draws, assuming that each 

unit occurs only once in the same sentence pair : 
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 is the total number of possible draws without making any 

assumption on n12. 

 

- CO: the log probability of cognateness, similar to the measure proposed by Simard et 

al. (1992: 70), i.e. the probability to observe superficial resemblance between two compared 

strings, under null hypothesis. The event of cognateness is determined by counting the length 

of the common maximum sub-string, using techniques that we have previously developed for 

sentence aligning (Kraif 1999). Two units are considered as potential cognates if the sub-string 

exceeds a certain proportion of the smallest unit. For instance, between contrôle (French) and 

control (English), there is a sub-string of length 6 : c-o-n-t-r-l, which represents 6/7 of control. 
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We tested two different thresholds for this proportion: 2/3 and 1/2. Thus, we obtain two ver-

sions of CO, COa and COb, yielding different tunings between noise and silence in the identi-

fication of cognateness: COa, for which the threshold is 2/3, is less noisy and more silent than 

COb. 

The probability of cognateness between two randomly drawn units has been computed 

from empirical observations (on another corpus). 

- PC = P0 + CO: this metric cumulates two different kinds of information, co-

occurrences and resemblance, assuming that they are independent. Given two units that co-

occur n12 times and that are potential cognates, it estimates the unlikelihood that this event 

could happen only by chance. 

The statistics of co-occurrence were computed on the whole French and English versions 

of the JOC corpus, including 69,160 automatically aligned sentence pairs (according to the 

methods described in Kraif 1999). 

3.2 Algorithm 

All these statistics have been implemented in a simple algorithm. If we consider a given 

source sentence and the corresponding target: 

1. To create a set of candidate pairs, every unit of the source sentence is compared with 

every unit of the target, giving for each pair an association score. The scores are then ranked in 

descending order. 

2. The best scoring pair (u1,u2) is recorded. 

3. All the other candidate pairs that involve either u1 or u2 are removed.  

Step 2 and 3 are reiterated until there is no more candidate pair. 
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Two source units that co-occur frequently on the syntagmatic axis will tend to be associ-

ated to the same target units. In order to reduce the effect of these indirect associations, step 3 

implements a kind of competition between the potential pairs, allowing each source unit to be 

associated with only one unit in the target sentence, and vice-versa. As demonstrated by 

Melamed (1998a: 14), this algorithm approximately establishes the best scoring set of corre-

spondences under the competitive linking criterion. 

 

To increase the performance of the algorithm, we made the following approximations: 

- In the same pair of aligned sentences, we took into account only one occurrence of 

each lexical unit. In our test corpus, 9% of the pairs included repetitive units, and were thus 

ignored. 

- Very frequent units, which had more than 5,000 occurrences in the JOC corpus, were 

withdrawn: 29 English units and 38 French units were concerned (mostly punctuation marks 

and frequent function words). 

As a result of the withdrawal of these units, 31% of the correct pairs have not been con-

sidered. Then, the recall of every extraction was, in any case, below 69%. 
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3.3 Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

Results are depicted on figure 1. In such a task, P and R are strongly linked. We can rank 

the measures in ascending order as follows: COa, COb, MI, TS, P0, LR and PC. P0 and LR 

have a very close behaviour: their distributions are asymptotically the same.  

PC got the best results with P = 72,2%, R = 63% and F = 67,3%. The combination of CO 

and P0 improves slightly the results: that indicates that cognateness and distribution comple-

ment each other. For CO alone, we notice that COb is more efficient than COa: the extra noise 

brought by COb seems to be filtered out by the competition between different pairings. Fi-

nally, when we compute the co-occurrences vectors on lemmatised unit, the global results in-

crease slightly by 1%. 
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3.4 Filtering of the results 

A filtering method has to fulfil two conditions: eliminating the most erroneous pairing 

while keeping the most correct pairs. For this task, we can use the calculated scores as a good 

indicator of the reliability of an association. On the basis of the competitive linking criterion, 

we developed a “differential” filtering method: we can suppose that if different target units 

compete with each other to be associated with a same source unit, there is a greater uncertainty 

about the association. Thus, for each recorded pair, we compute the ratio between its score and 

the score of the second best competing pair. If the ratio is lower than a certain threshold they 

are both eliminated. We tested 8 values for the threshold : 1 (no filtering), 1.05, 1.2, 1.5, 2.5, 3 

and 4. Figure 2 shows the concomitant evolutions of precision and recall for these different 

thresholds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

This method clearly shows that it is possible to increase precision to very high levels by 

sacrificing recall: for instance, with PC, we can get a 96% precision with a recall of about 

35%. 
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For the cognate-based measure, the differential filtering allows a 90% precision for a 

25% recall, demonstrating that the important noise brought by n-gram comparison can easily 

be reduced by a simple algorithmic framework. 

3.6 Effect of corpus size 

Finally, we would like to determine the effect of the most important parameter for these 

statistical tools: the size of the aligned corpus where occurrences and co-occurrences are ob-

served. We tested 7 different sizes: from the sole test corpus, comprising 770 sentence pairs, to 

the complete JOC corpus, comprising 69,160 pairs. Results are displayed on figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 

We note an important progression for every measure. The highest increase is for MI, 

from 35.2% to 62.2%. P0 and LR, initially very close to TS, tend to progress faster.  

For the smallest corpus, the difference between PC and the other measures is important: 

about 10% better. But this interval gradually decreases while the corpus becomes greater. It 

was predictable: the cognate-based information is a constant which does not depend on the 
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size of corpus. The more efficient distribution-based statistics are, the less additional informa-

tion cognates bring. 

The progression begins fast and ends very slowly: for instance, LR increases by 22,5% 

from 770 to 30,238 sentence pairs, but only by 3,2% from 30,238 to 69,160 pairs. With the 

help of cognates, the best results are almost reached by computing the statistics on hardly half 

the training corpus, involving a serious saving of computation time and space. 

3.4. Conditional entropy of a set of correspondences 

If we compare the gold standard with a set of randomly drawn correspondences, we no-

tice some differences at a formal level. As expected, the correspondences are far more regular 

in the case of the gold standard: a source lexical unit is often paired with the same target units. 

Of course, in this case, paired units are strongly linked by a same semantic content. When 

units are randomly paired, without any constraint, the correspondences are unsystematic. For 

instance, as to the 10 occurrences of against in the gold standard, we count only 3 different 

French translations, whereas in a random set of correspondences we get 10 different associated 

units. Thus, the gold standard contains probably more “order” than any erroneous set of corre-

spondences. 

Manually extracted correspon-
dences 

Randomly extracted correspon-
dences 

(against, à l'encontre de) 
(against, à l'encontre de) 
(against, à l'encontre de) 
(against, au détriment de) 
(against, contre) 
(against, contre) 
(against, contre) 
(against, contre) 
(against, contre) 
(against, contre) 

(against, par) 
(against, procédure) 
(against, moratoire) 
(against, à l’encontre de) 
(against, dont) 
(against, contre) 
(against, effectivement) 
(against, charges) 
(against, Etat membre) 
(against, qui) 

Table 1: manually extracted correspondence set presents less entropy 
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This indicates another kind of evaluation, based on the following hypothesis: the more 

regular a set of correspondences is, the closer to the gold standard it should be. To quantify the 

regularity of a set of pairs, we propose to calculate the conditional entropy of the two distribu-

tions of lexical units :  
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where e and f are referring to lexical units of the English and French texts. 

To observe the possible correlation between conditional entropy and the correctness of a 

correspondence extraction, we need to get different sets of correspondences, with various val-

ues for precision and recall. Using the previous algorithm (called Algo 2), we developed a 

measure combining PC and a random draw, in different proportions : we obtained seven sets 

with F-measure ranging from 6% to 65%. 

In order to evaluate a wider range of pairings, we implemented several other extractions 

using CO, IM, TS, LR, P0 and PC with another simpler algorithm (called Algo 1), where each 

source unit is paired with the best-scoring target unit. The results of this algorithm are inferior 

and have different formal characteristics: the pairing between the units of two aligned sen-

tences are not one-to-one, but sometimes many-to-one because of strong indirect associations. 

Then, we filtered the results of Algo 1 and Algo 2 (using differential filtering). We fi-

nally obtained 31 sets of correspondences. For each of these sets, we computed H(e/f) and 

H(f/e). 
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As shown in figure 4, we observe a strong correlation between the precision P and the 

value of max(H(e/f),H(f/e)). The linear correlation coefficient between P and 

max(H(e/f),H(f/e)) is about -0,95.  

Notice that recall (as well as F) can be deduced from precision, taking into account the 

number of proposed pairs, but it is not directly linked to the conditional entropy. 

We plotted a dot for the gold standard, for which the conditional entropy is low but not 

minimal. This is due to the normal variations induced by the process of translation. If some ex-

tractions yield lower entropy, it can be explained by a very low recall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 
Correlation between Conditional entropy and Precision 

 

In this way, the conditional entropy constitutes a good indicator for a comparative 

evaluation of different sets of lexical correspondences, without appealing to a manually ex-

tracted set. 
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4. From translational data to contrastive knowledge: illustration 

We have pointed out that human translation, in general, could not be reduced to a simple 

transformation from one language to another language. A translation is the result of particular 

choices of the translator, driven by a particular communicative background. As Seleskovitch 

said, translating is more than just “transcoding” (quoted by Laplace, 1994: 240) . 

However, the previous results in lexical correspondences extraction show that contras-

tive knowledge (i.e. linguistic knowledge about the different ways used by different languages 

to denote similar semantic contents), can be automatically extracted from translational data. 

Moreover, as showed by the measure of entropy, this contrastive knowledge emerges from ob-

jective phenomena, and does not depend on a subjective understanding. 

Our experiments showed contrastive properties about lexicon, but the same kind of sta-

tistical filters could be used to observe and study any contrastive phenomena, concerning vari-

ous linguistic features: tenses, parts of speech, concord of tense, aspects, diathesis, word order, 

semantic features, etc. To implement that kind of study we just need a properly tagged aligned 

corpus (which is not an easy thing to find!). 

4.2 Example of contrastive phenomena 

To give an example of such contrastive observations, we tagged1 the parts of speech in 

our 770 test sentences. Then, it was very easy to give the detailed results of precision and re-

call of the lexical pairing, for each identified class, in both directions. These results are dis-

played in table 2: 
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Precision  Recall 

English French  English French 
Class P Class P  Class R Class R 

stop word 46,3% stop word 47,0%  stop word 70,3% verb 73,2% 
adverb 62,2% verb 68,9%  adverb 70,9% stop word 79,9% 
verb 70,7% adjective 77,5%  verb 77,1% adjective 80,9% 
adjective 80,1% adverb 79,0%  adjective 85,1% noun 84,5% 
noun 85,0% noun 83,9%  noun 86,6% adverb 87,5% 
proper noun 89,7% proper noun 91,7%  proper noun 90,5% proper noun 91,3% 

Table 2: results by part of speech (for P0) 

Named entities, toponyms, ethnonyms and proper nouns were put in a separate class 

called “proper noun”. Conjunctions, prepositions, articles and other function words were ar-

ranged under “stop word”. For both languages, we can roughly order the results in the follow-

ing way (without adverbs): 

stop words < verb < adjective < noun < proper noun 

As these results are only based on a distributional criterion (P0), they can be linked with 

entropy: the more variable the translation of a lexical unit is, the worse the results are. Thus we 

can easily explain the differences between different classes of words: proper nouns generally 

have stable translations, while stop words are more inconsistent. We propose the same inter-

pretation for verb, adjective and noun, which present intermediate degrees of variation. The 

adverbs do not show a very clear behaviour, so we cannot conclude about the stability of their 

translations. 

From a contrastive point of view, it could be interesting to study the correspondence be-

tween parts of speech from one language to another. Table 3 displays, for each class and both 

directions, the rate of units that are translated into the same part of speech. 

                                                                                                                                                          
1 We did it in a very simple, and approximate, manner: given the alphabetic list of every unit, 
we manually indicated the part of speech, outside any context. Ambiguous cases were not 
taken into account in the following results. 
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 noun 
proper 
noun 

verb adverb adjective stop word 

French to English 75.12% 96.50% 68.46% 55.17% 40.82% 98.30% 
English to French 87.51% 81.42% 76.26% 40.51% 63.15% 87.08% 

Table 3 : rates of stability for each part of speech 

These statistics reveal contrastive phenomena, that we can examine more precisely. The 

following examples illustrate the more significant transformations. 

From English to French we observe that : 

- 8 % English adverbs are paired with ambiguous adjective / noun forms: 

 Eng.: (…) to create a new framework to facilitate, both legally and financially , 

the distribution (…) 

 Fr.: (…) créer un nouveau cadre visant à faciliter, sur les plans législatif et fi-

nancier, la circulation (…) 

- 7 % English verbs are paired with a noun: 

 Eng.: Thus the United States applies the reduced rate (…) 

 Fr.: Les États-Unis d’Amérique accordent ainsi directement l’application du 

taux réduit (…) 

 Eng.: (…) to prevent the Athens-Delphi road being widened 

 Fr.: (…) afin qu’il ne soit pas procédé à l’élargissement de la route Athènes-

Delphes 

- 6 % English adverbs are paired with an adjective: 

 Eng.: (…) thus excluding the only properly democratically elected institutions. 

 Fr.: (…) d’où est donc exclue la seule institution issue d’élections démocra-

tiques appropriées. 

- 4% English adjectives are paired with a noun: 

 Eng.: (…) assurances that the Bishops would be in no danger and free to move 

about (…) 

 Fr.: (…) l’assurance que les évêques ne seraient pas en danger, qu’ils bénéficie-

raient de la liberté de mouvement (…) 

 

From French to English we note that : 
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- 17 % French adverbs are paired with an adjective: 

 Fr.: La Commission a-t-elle l’intention d’adopter des mesures destinées à venir 

financièrement en aide aux agriculteurs (…) 

 Eng.: Does the Commission intend to provide economic assistance for those 

farmers (…) 

- 10 % French adjectives are paired with a noun: 

 Fr.: (…) certificats sanitaires croates. 

 Eng.: (…) Croatian health certificates. 

In the last case, it appears that almost every French adjective is a relational adjective: 

alimentaire, artisanal, auditif, budgétaire, céréalier, climatique, communautaire, législatif, ma-

ritime, sanitaire, tarifaire, touristique, écologique, minoritaire, etc.  

 

Of course, the pointed transformations would require a finer linguistic analysis. The sta-

tistical tools and filtering methods that we have presented just aim at bringing to the fore raw 

bilingual material rich in contrastive phenomena. 

5. Conclusion 

Our first goal was to align parallel texts at the lexical level. An accurate analysis of a 

human translation corpus showed us that it was difficult to determine such an alignment on the 

basis of translational compositionality. Indeed, translation is not a transformation based on 

lexical units, even if we take into account deep syntactic transformations: human translation 

often involves a complete reconstruction of the global meaning of a given textual segment, 

where particular choices are made according to a particular situation of communication. To 

avoid an inconsistent segmentation linked with semantic discrepancy problems, we suggested 

to implement another task, the lexical correspondence extraction, where the units are deter-

mined upstream, according to the needs. After having manually extracted such a set of corre-

spondences, in a test corpus, we have implemented simple techniques that allow to obtain sur-
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prisingly good results automatically. Using association scores as log-likelihood ratio or log-

probability of null hypothesis, combined with cognateness, in the framework of a competitive 

linking algorithm, we reached a F-measure around 67,3% (in a simplified implementation 

where recall could not exceed 69%).  

These results seem to contradict our assertion that translating is not transcoding, because 

all these correspondences are valid at the linguistic level, outside of the message specificities. 

But we do not think it is a real contradiction: the source text determines the target but this rela-

tion is not deterministic. There are regularities in the transformation from the source to the 

target text; but there are no transformation rules, as in Machine Translation. These results only 

prove that it is possible to filter out the noise brought by contextual and specific choices, in 

order to point out these regularities through the mass of particular translations. 

Interestingly, a strong correlation between the precision of the results and conditional 

entropy has been observed. Thus, translational regularities can be picked up, and extracted, in 

an objective way. Given that the co-occurrence/occurrence counting is a very general princi-

ple, it can be extended to any contrastive feature. Studying the correlation between parts of 

speech, we gave a very poor and simplified illustration of this kind of observation. But it is 

possible to focus on any linguistic property, in order to compare it through two or more differ-

ent languages. We fully agree with Isabelle (1992: 8) when he said: “Given the staggering 

volume of translations produced year after year, it is quite obvious that existing translations 

contain more solutions to more translation problems than any other existing resource”. This 

mass of translational data requires the development of specific tools to be explored: simple 

statistical measures already open the way up to this exploration. Of course, these techniques 

need to be refined, but the next important step is to build large collection of annotated multi-
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texts. Then, it will be possible to take advantage of the wide variety of contrastive phenomena 

that lies behind translation corpora. 

 

Notes 

1 The « translation spotting » task was a kind of lexical aligning: the competing systems had to 

align the 3 722 occurrences of 60 polysemic units (20 adjectives, 20 nouns and 20 verbs) with 

their translations, through the JOC (for Journal Officiel de la Communauté) corpus. The best 

results were around 77 % of precision and 73 % of recall. 

2 “On pourrait encore dire que l’unité de traduction est le plus petit segment de l’énoncé dont 

la cohésion des signes est telle qu’ils ne doivent pas être traduits séparément.” 
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